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SHORT CONTENTS OF THE ENCLOSED ISSUE OF “OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT”
= SURVIVING BY WORLD LAW
P. 1 - World federalism : a way to peace
In 1793 the philosopher Immanuel Kant wrote that peace should be achieved by a federation of free
nations. This remains true in our times in spite of all. International violence ought to be replaced by
mundial law = world law. In stressing the necessity of democratic supranational institutions we are
not accessory to unethical cryptocracies who want to establish their world domination by all means :
we radically oppose them.
P. 2 & 3 – News from the world citizens’ front
News can be found at the addresses we mention of :
(International) Registry of World Citizens
Peoples’ Congress
Consultative Assembly of the Peoples’ Congress
World Solidarity Against Hunger
Institute for Mundialist Studies
Furthermore, we give a few addresses of the more or less ninety persons who are members of the
association running the (international) Registry of World Citizens. The world citizens, as such, are not
members of any association : to declare oneself a world citizen you ought not to adhere to articles of
association, pay a contribution etc.
We also mention that Jean Prédine, previous chairman of the (international) Registry, a man dedicated
to our cause for many decades, has passed away. To another pioneer of the movement of world citizens, Garry Davis, a terrible accident occurred. His World Government House in Burlington (U.S.)
has been destroyed by fire. His cinematographic biographer reports that Garry (88) has remained
remarkably even-tempered whilst facing the disaster.
P. 4 & 5 – ”Nuclear Weapons out of the World!”
World federalists have adhered to this goal from the times of the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
However, we fear it cannot be achieved as long as we lack appropriate world institutions to make it
possible. The Baruch Plan, in 1945, wanted to put nuclear weapons and nuclear energy under international control. This failed, alas, and the most horrifying arms race of all times has followed. To deliver the world from these infernal weapons, we need a real (democratic) world authority.

P. 6 –A few ideas about a law against torture at a distance
In a Declaration of Concerned Citizens, launched by the undersigned in 1998, the signatories ask for
international treaties as well as national laws forbidding the use of weapons allowing to covertly
torture and destroy human beings at a distance by means of anti-personnel radiations weapons. About
a possible law in this country the undersigned wrote down a few ideas, of which we quote the first
three ones :
“1. On the territory of the Realm all use is forbidden of technologies or weapons capable of doing
harm to human beings or to equipment by means of forces escaping immediate sensory perception.
2. Especially this use is forbidden if it may include :
a) attempts to observe and or to manipulate, without consent of the persons concerned, neurological or
physiological processes, states of consciousness and or ways of behaving;
b) sabotage of legally used equipment;
c) the induction, on purpose or not, of psychological and or physical disturbances and or illnesses;
d) the induction, on purpose or not, of suffering equalling being submitted to torture;
e) murder, murder attempts, involuntary homicide.
3. No state secrecy, no secret treaty can be referred to in order to justify infringements upon this
prohibition. ”
P. 7 – Military forces and democracy
In his book “The Warfare State” Fred Cook reminds us that the founders of the United States
considered permanent armies a severe danger for democracy. At that time, however, the possibilities
of the armed forces remained quite limited in front of an also armed citizenry. To-day, we can only
dream of those good old times…
Cook describes how, from the second world war on, the military-industrial complex has become
something like a state in the state, using large sums for propaganda -- for influencing the voters.
P. 7- Big brother in our bath rooms
According to German secretary of state August Hanning no private place should be exempted from the
possibility of being secretly watched. We ask : watched by whom? By kindred spirits of Beria,
Himmler, Mao…?
P. 8 – Start a case?
Why do persons claiming to be victims of torture at a distance hardly win cases? The courts judge that
facts are insufficiently proven. We need competent international commissions to study the question
thoroughly. The STOA, the scientific and technical commission of the European Parliament had
started to do so in the nineties, but those last ten years we don’t hear much from them anymore.
P. 9 - Appeal to the citizenry
The Association Against Psychotronic Weapons has launched an appeal to the citizenry (particularly
in Germany). They ask to join the movement against life ruining torture at a distance and to contact
them :
Verein gegen den Missbrauch psychophysischer Waffen, e.V., (Association Against the Abuse of
Psychotronic Weapons) Hegaustr. 24, D-76297 Stutenssee, e-mail :
s-schunin@t-online.de
P. 9 – Suspicious death
Once again a person who claimed to be targeted by invisible weapons died in a mysterious way. Darrim Daoud’s mutilated body was found near a railway in the United Kingdom, although a few days
earlier he had stated explicitly that he would not commit suicide, in spite of the hell he was living in.

P. 10 – Victim of ex-Stasi?
Andrea Laroche, born in Prague, who has become a German citizen since 1979, claims to have been a
victim during decades of electronic and other forms of torture by members of the ex-Stasi, who are
said to collaborate with Western cryptocracies since the fall of the wall. In spring of 2009 she fled to
Brussels, asking for asylum. There she has been regularly assaulted and given utterly concerning
injections on the street and in other public places. Please contact her and see if you can help.
However, be prudent, act as a team. Criminal cryptocracies and their assistants can be watching you.
P. 10 – Decimating the human zoo?
Kevin Trudeau, himself a billionaire, reports how on a meeting of the Bildenberger Group, a club of
mighty superrich, it was spoken about the human species as a zoo that should be decimated. The aim
of the ladies and gentlemen gathered in a yacht before the cost of Monaco, would be to destroy two
thirds of mankind. Hearing this, we wonder which epidemics we are to expect still…
Ask for more information to:
Verein gegen den Missbrauch psychophysischer Waffen, e.V., Hegaustr. 24, D-76297 Stutenssee, email : s-schunin@t-online.de
P. 11 – Report of Dr. Baranov
Dr. Baranov reports how in the Soviet-Union secret services were using a mixture of electronic,
biological and chemical means to destroy individuals. What he writes is beyond imagination; still we
know such things really happen, and not only in the said country… Ask the text to :
Ruth Gill, e-mail : Ruth.gill@freenet.de
or to Dr. Baranov himself, e-mail :baranovfamily@hotmail.com
(We have to mention, however, that we did not receive any reply to an e-mail we sent to the Baranov
family.)
P. 11 - Press conference
Freedom from Covert Harassment and Surveillance organized a press conference in Louisville (U.S.)
on the 16th of April about criminal, torturing electronic harassment and organized stalking. Among
those who invited the press were persons of all professions, e.g. representative Jim Guest. Fifty
persons were present at the conference, two journalists wrote an article.
P. 11 –“Torture… Killing Me Softly”
This is the title of a book written by Tek Nath Rizai. He used to be an important politician in Buthan.
Having condemned corruption, he was put into jail, where he claims to have been tortured among
other things by electromagnetic, torturing and mind manipulating radiation. Ask for further
information to :
Cheryl Welsh, cwelsh@omsoft.com
915 Zaragoza Street, Davis, CA 95616 (V.S.)
P. 11 – Conscientious objectors in Nazi-Germany
In the Nazi-period, till 1945, about eight thousands conscripts are said to have refused military service.
Many of them were put into concentration camps and or were executed. Those martyrs procure a
counterargument to those in our countries who say to conscientious objectors : “What do you do if the
enemy invades us?”
P. 12 – Previous secret agent Carl Clark
Clark worked free lance for several secret services. He reports how persons, often quite innocent citizens, were tortured with microwaves inducing all sorts of illnesses and disturbances. This he declares
in a interview to a paper in Berlin. Ask for more information to :

Verein gegen den Missbrauch psychophysischer Waffen, e.V., Hegaustr. 24, D-76297 Stutenssee, email : s-schunin@t-online.de
P. 12 – Finances
We cannot work without having some expenses. Please transfer a contribution to the Register van
Wereldburgers (RW), account number 000-1149901-63 or IBAN: BE40 0001 1499 0163. Many
thanks.

